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Materials and finishing

Dimensions

Step+
WORK CHAIR

Isku Step+ is a series of high-quality office chairs for professional use. 

A properly chosen office chair increases work efficiency and 

comfort in the workplace. Isku Step+ office chairs are unique in 

terms of ergonomics and design. The user can choose the size of 

seat and back that best suits his or her work, according to users own 

dimensions and preferences. Two choices of softness of the seat; 

normal or soft.

Available as an antimicrobial.

Width

Depth

Height

Seating height

Cross base

Depending on the chosen model. 

See datasheet of accessories and measures

Standard 400-520 mm. 

Ø 660 mm

Upholstery ISKU standard fabric collection and leather

Cross base Black plastic or aluminum. Castors (black or  
aluminium) or pads (black or aluminium)

Accessories Armrests, lumbar support, coat hanger 
Aluminium fittings

Design Juha Lätti 
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Example models:

Step+
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Aluminium fittings Asymmetrical shape

from above and side
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Black Aluminium

(available also as black

painted aluminium)  

Pads; black or

aluminium 

Step+ F22 Step+ F23 + armrest

Step+ F26+ armrest

Step+ F24 + armrest

Step+ F37C + armrest

+ coat hanger
(C= lumbar support) 

Thanks to the free-float mechanism, the seat and 

backrest follow the movements of the body 

completely independently of each other. The 

resistance is set according to the user’s weight by 

adjusting the spring. Free-float mechanism can 

be locked steplessly.

Depth and height adjustment. Backrest height 

adjustment. Regular or soft seat. Step + office 

chairs can be equipped with optional adjustable 

3D 360° armrests (black or ALU). A clothes hanger 

is available as an optional accessory for backrests 

4 and 7. The standard semi-soft castors can be 

replaced with hard castors. Step+ office chairs 

are also available as ESD versions, these must be 

upholstered with a conductive ESD fabric (for 

example, Global ESD). Available antimicrobial.
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*Seating height as a standard 400-520mm. 

Accessories and measures

-11° /  +3° -12° / -2°

Coathanger available

with neckrest.

Lumbar support available

with all back sizes
Armrests with wide

adjustment

Stiffness of the mechanism

can be adjusted according

to users weight.

*Neckrest (NR) ≥ 160mm. 
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Option to choose two

coloured upholstery, 

fabric 1 and fabric 2.
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